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In 2017-18 our students will have access to £84.00 for our PE / Sports funding.  

 

● Our work in 2017-2018 is planned to further enhance the positive impact on performance, 

participation and enjoyment of PE & Sports for all of our students. We have a special focus on 

supporting talent, support and challenge for our less active students and developing the expertise of 

our staff (teaching and support) through work with coaches, experts and other professionals.  

● We are set to begin our new application for Arts Mark - we currently hold Arts Mark Gold 

accreditation and in Sept ‘17 we will begin our work towards Platinum. We ensure that Dance is part 

of our Arts and PE & Sports provision from Nursery - Y6. 

● We have set up a new 3-school Federation for Sept ‘17 and a key aspect of the joint work will relate 

to shared PE & Sports provision and development. One of our partner schools has appointed a new 

Sports Leader to the Middle Leader Team. 

● Much time and SSE (School Self-Evaluation) at the end of the 2016-2017 has helped us reflect on 

lessons learnt, identify our best practice and to set our priorities for next year. We have also been 

able to use our student assessment data to prioritise learning areas for this next year. 

 

● We will continue to build on our Greenside Whole Cohort experience each Friday afternoon with 

three stations of differing sporting challenges. This has a significant impact on student participation 

as we find something that engages everyone, developing their fitness and skills. 

● We have secured the use of a local hall which maximises the opportunities through the winter 

months and allows us to improve the indoor equipment and offer this year. 

● Our overall theme for this year is ‘Competing’. Enabling us to drive competitive scenarios during PE 

sessions from improving ‘Personal Bests’ to building up to mini competitions in PE units and through 

inter-federation competitions at all age phases.  

● We believe PE & Sports plays an integral part in our holistic approach to learning and it forms a 

strand of our World Ready programme and Specialisms. Our Specialisms link to our PE/ Sports 

targets and include: A student 1st aid course, sports science course, fitness and dance. 

● We believe in the importance of PE & Sports as a fun, collaborative experience for all students 

where they are given the opportunity to develop new skills, build teamwork and experience 

competitive situations.  

● Alongside this we believe in the importance of developing highly skilled professional sports students 

and developing the individual talents of those who show ability. We wish to support these students 

to compete to the best of their abilities at Greenside, across the Federation, local and national 

events. 

● We are developing Student Leaders and outdoor learning this year. 

● We have included our EYFS Team more significantly in our plan for 2017-2018 to ensure Reception 

students develop their physical skills linked to the NC in KS1. We have identified gymnastics as the 

area to enhance - this will require CPD for staff. 

● Our work this year will include greater opportunities to learn with and compete against other TEF 

schools in London and with our GGL federation partners.  

● We have further developed our sustainability from all staff mirroring a professional coach last year, 

by staffing our PE sessions so that an internal person who is a professional sports coach is part of 



 

the Friday experience, allowing further mirroring and development of the offering and staff skills. Our 

strategy for teaching and learning is now in its second year of our 5-year Greenside plan and model.  

 

Our 2017-2018 Government PE/ Sports funding will be spent to: 

1) Improve the quality of the teaching, learning and progress of students within different PE and Sports 

activities and to increase the range of sports offered. This will include additional staffing within 

Greenside and coaches working with us. 

2) To develop the opportunities for competition both within Greenside PE units, across the GGL 

federation / TEF and through the borough offering. 

3) To identify and develop the sporting talent at Greenside through increased opportunities and 

training. 

4) Develop participation opportunities for students to develop healthy lifestyles 

a) Utilising a professional coach to work with students and provide staff CPD.  

b) ICT opportunities to support assessment and student reflection on performance. 

c) Student Sports Leaders awards and lunchtime experience. 

d) Specialism Sessions - Dance, sports science, fitness, healthy eating. 

e) Entrance into borough competitions and sports fixtures.  

f) Improving the break and lunchtime offering through purchasing equipment and developing 

the Sports Leaders.  

g) Competitions between GGL Federation and TEF schools.  

5) To inspire and develop the pedagogical skills of our staff by utilising professional coaches to build 

capacity and expertise within the school, strengthening the longer term delivery of PE at Greenside. 

We have ensured we are spending such funding within the guidance and to support our vision that 

all Teachers develop expertise and their own skills which also meet the needs of our Greenside 

cohoet and context. All work with coaches is reviewed reguarly and linked to this vision. Our 

Greenside SSE reflects a review cycle looking at best value, CPD and impact on student helath, 

well-being, enjoyment and engagement, developing talent and sustainablity of our work within the 

GGG (Greenside Growing Generation) programme.  
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